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% 61,0Increase in international and domestic passenger traffic in air transport
in 2012
The Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics issued in
transport statistics for 2012 ,The most important indicator are :
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First: the overall movement of Airports:
 The total passenger traffic for Airports reached 33.94 million
passengers in 2012 compared to 29.25 million passengers in
2011 , recording an increase of 16.0%.
 The total number of flights in airports reached 331.74 thousand
flight in 2012 compared to 311.21 thousand flight in 2011,
recording an increase of 6.6%.
 The total amount of transported goods reached 281.78 thousand
tons in 2012 compared to 285.58 thousand tons in 2011,
recording a decline of 1.3%.

Second: the overall movement of national companies at the airports:
 The Total international and domestic movement of aircraft (passenger, freight) in airports reached 149.73
thousand flight in 2012 compared to 170.69 thousand flight in 2011, recording a decline of 12.3%, including
76.26 thousand flight of the International Movement by 50.9% , and 73, 47 thousand flight of the domestic
traffic by 49.1% and the flights movement for national companies reached 45.1% of the total flights
movement in airports.
 The total domestic and international movement of passengers reached 13.09 million passenger in 2012
compared to 13.67 million passenger in 2011, recording a decline of 4.2%, including 9.31 million passenger
the international traffic by 71.1%, and 3.78 million passenger of domestic traffic by 28.9% and the passenger
traffic for national companies reached 38.6% of the total passenger traffic in airports.
 The total amount of transported goods reached 170.32 thousand tons in 2012 versus 130.67 thousand
tons in 2011, an increase of 30.3%, including 78.64 thousand tons Exported by 46.2%, and 91.68
thousand tons Imported by 53.8%, and 13.81 thousand tons Transit and the movement of goods for
national companies reached 60, 4% of the total goods movement in airports.


The number of airports which had a nation at airlines companies movements reached 13 airports.



The number of national airlines companies reached 12 companies including one Public Sector
Company and 11 Private Sector companies.

 The number of used planes reached 103 planes, including 70 owned planes 68.0%, and 33 chartered
planes by 32.0 %.
 The number of workers at the national airline companies chartered 34 009 workers in 2012 versus
35139 workers in 2011, recording a decline of 3.2%, the total value of cash wages , Advantages and
social insurance 2.66 billion E.G in 2012 versus 2.12 billion E.G in 2011, recording an increase of 25.5%.
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